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December 6, 2000

Debra Holcomb
Assumes Alumni
Association
Director Position
by Art Macomber, IL
Looking for a new friend? Meet
Debra Holcomb, Hastings' Director of
Alumni Relations. Debra runs a "friendraising group, not a fund-raismg b'l"OuP."
Hastmgs graduates will not be hounded
by phone calls and letters asking for
money from the alumni relations office
(thaI's the 1066 Foundation 's department). So, Debra is free to concentrate
on the e)(cellence of alumni and future
alumni relationships. HEY, that means
YOU!
Debra graduated from the University of Con necli cut and received her
Masters in Education specializing in
Higher Education Administration from
Plymouth State College in New Hampshire. After starting the alumni relations
will ilT!-prove your chances for recovery. by calling in (via a regu·lar phone, not the program at the Golden Gate University
red). The van will take you to Muni or School of Law, she Joined Hastings in
-Be careful with you valuables- The BART stations, the Tower, local parking October 2000.
Some students think Alumni Remost common crime on campus is theft. lots or any site with the boundaries of
Legal texts have a high resale value, and California Street-Franklin Street-Mason lations only happens after graduation
NOT! While Career Services provides
you don't have to be a law student to Street-Mission.
career and mentoring contacts, Alumni
know that. Try not to leave your personal
Relations can target Hastings alumni
belongings unsupervised, even ifitjust for -Be Aware of your Personal SafetyDon't walk alone, Stay in well lit areas, practitioners across America for students.
a few minutes.
avoid alleys and Hastings has fifteen alumni chapters
- Report Sus- r - - - - - - - -- - - shady shortcuts, throughout the United States including an
keep you hands African-American chapter, a Latino
picious Persons
free and your chapter, and a Gay and Lesbian chapter
and Activities-books some- in San Francisco. Debra' s team handles
Campus secuwhere where class reunions, dinners, receptions, lecrity does a
they
won't lures, and regional activities, too.
pretty good job
of keeping unhinder you in ~~~A~ll~"':,:':"dU:"'''~''~''';:'f:eiv~':::::H~,,~ti~"g,
authorized per- L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
case you need to ;ommunity, the alunmi
sons out of the
make a nul for it,
building, but don 'I let that prevent you from be aware of your surroundings, and rereporting something that looks suspicious. member everything your mother told you
. Red phones are located on every floor of about strangers.
both the 200 and 198 buildings. The red
phone will provide a direct connection to - Report Every thing- whether you are
the Department of Safety and Security. the victim of a crime, a witness or just
The tan campus phones can also be used suspect some activities or persons, be sw:e
10 contact the Department by dialing ex- to report the incidents to the Department
tension4611 .
of Campus Safety and Security Services
Thcy will take your claim seriously and
- Use The Escort Service- daily van investigate into the situation. Reporting
escorts are provided from 5Pm to 11:30 crime is very important to making sure
PM at a frequency of 20 minutes. You
can request an escort at the Department
see Director...... .page 2
desk in the lobby of the 200 building, or see Safety .... .. .... page 2

Common Sense & Campus Safety
by Elll Shunmugavel, I L
For a campus located in such close
pro)(imity to the Tenderloin and Mission!
Market Districts, the UC Hastings campus has had relatively few criminal occurrences in recent years. However,
cnmes still have the potential to occur and
do occur. In fact, a bicycle was stolen
during the first week of classes. The Department of Safety and Security offers a
few suggestions for preventive measures
you should exercise for your safety and
the safety of your possessions.
- Register Your Bicycles- register your
bicycle with the Department of Safety
and security. This service is free. Patrolling officers will keep an eye on bikes
with the registrati~ sticker, and the sticker
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Be Aware of your Personal Safety- Don '/
walk alone.
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Safety ..... .... from page 1

vides schedules of upcoming events, profiles ofpcrsonalities in cutting-edge fields of law, and articles on chapter activities across
the country. In fact, Alumni Relations has great networking opportunities all over the world! You can pick up a copy in the
College Relations Office in 200 McAllister, Room 209.
For these reasons, it's really important that you stay in touch with the Alumni Relations office. Ifone person can keep
our far-flung Hastings family connected - Debra is the person to do it!
One of Debra' s goals this year is 10 enhance the relationship between the Alumni Relations office and the student body at
Hastings. So, in addition to their regular activities, the Alumni Relations group provides local opportunities fo r our students. The
Alumni Association has helped sponsor events such as the Barristers' Ball, the 3rd Year Champagne Reception, some orientahons programs and celebratory receptions for graduates who just passed the Bar.
Debra's job isn't the only thing that keeps her running around! A regular participant in Hastings' own Race Judicata,
sponsored by the Law Student Division of the ABA, Debra is now preparing to run the California International Marathon.
. Debra is a people person, always has a smile, try to get to know her soon, you'll find she's just your style!

DelnIk ....... from page 10
future actions on campus. The lifeblood
of Hastings organizations is always less
than three years old!
Stephen hopes to put together some
type of international law clinic soon.
Another goal is to keep Amnesty International as an outlet for students interested in mtemational human rights; a kind
of organization where they can feel like
they're doing something besides just
studying.
Why would a student want 10 join
Amnesty International? Amnesty International IS probably the best place for
someone emering Hastings to find others who are headed into the human rights
field. Although there is an international
concentration at Hastings, sometimes it's
better to go to peers and fellow students
to learn from their own experience.
Check it out!

that it does not occur again, The De·
partment of Campus Safety and Security Services has a ledger available at the
public Safety desk (in the lobby of the
200 Building) that will report what crimi·
n:ll activities have occurred on campus
over the past 30 days. All students have
access to this ledger.
Being aware of what types of crimes are
occurring on campus is only part of maintaining your safety though, remember to
follow the tips listed above and do everything to watch your back!

Platt... ... from page 10

Desurra ...... from page 7

Lucas ....... from page 11

Cameron
IS
an
avid
snowboarder. He regularly tempts death
in the morning by riding his motorcycle
in rush-hour traffic across the Bay
Bridge. He co-founded an internet consulting finn, which he finds fun, although
time consuming. He is also a recreational
musician, playing guitar, hannonica and
the djimbe, a West African hand drum.
Right now, Cameron works part time at
a finn which doesn't leave him much time
to see his my fiancee who he plans on
marrying a few weeks after the bar
exam. Unless the California lottery pays
off right after graduation . he'll probably
be in I.P.liccnsing.
Good luck with that lotto ticket,
Cameron

the initiative to assure the student body
these activities will continue with the same
enthusiasm that has driven them to success in the past.
After earning her BA in Geography and International Development
Studtes from UCLA, then continuing on
to University of Washington for her Masters in Geography, Desiree is currently in
her second year at Hastings. She attributes her passion for social consciousness to her mother, one of the most socially conscious people she's ever known.
After living all over California and
Mexico, it seems she's been around
enough to fonn an opinion. She also looks
up to Elvia Alvarado, a Honduran woman
who survived governmental oppression,
domestIc violence and a repressive culture to organize her community for a better life, and who wrote a book titled, l2!m.:!
Be Afraid Gringo.
When asked why she became
involved in these organizations, she said
there were a number of legal and social
issues underdressed or overlooked in law
school in geneml, and the first year curriculumspecifically. These issues include
the rights of the underrepresented, and
the way our legal system continues to
foster inequalities in men and women of
color. She feels we become empowered
when we undertake the task of higher
education, and with that empowennent
comes responsibility. Student organizations fill the gap left by the curriculum by
raising awareness of women's issues
(Clara Foltz) and encouraging students
to pursue alternative careers in the law
(HPI LF).
In spite of all of these responsibilities on campus, Desiree still finds time
for the community. As a I L, she worked
for GAAP, and currently volunteers time
to an organization called, "WILD for
Human Rights." She said she wouldn 't
change a thing about her involvement in
these organizations, and said that if starting fresh she might make more time to
be involved with the National Lawyers
Guild. Sounds like the HastingsCommunity isn't the only community to benefit
from Desiree's drive and commitment.

most recent effort is something everyone can benefit from, the Student Services Task Force. "Almost everyone has
a complaint about some aspect of service here," Connie said at the ASUCH
meeting where she introduced the concept. "We need to have a way to collect
and organize these complaints so we can
take our views to the administration."
Beer on the Beach was the considered a
good place to make a trial run, and the
Student Services Task Force set up a
table and collected questionnaires. Data
from those sheets can then be turned into
the administration for consideration. A
measure of quantJly in tenns of impact
and improvement for Hastings students.
Connie is a UC Davis graduate
with a degree in Political Science. Her
extracurricular accomplishments include
Hastings Law Journal and the Hastmgs
Moot Court Team. During the break you
can expect to see her headed to the snow,
snowboard in tow. She is also a Sergeant in the Air National Guard. Would
she choose to p:lrticipate in student government again? "'Absolutely, Hastmgs is
a small school where student government
can make a ·tremendous impact on life
on campus." She believes student gov·
ernment should be readily accessible to
the students and student organizations,
ready to act quickly and flexibly.
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Editorial
A musing commute

by Art Macomber, IL

Initiation rites are ubiquitous to organizational
professionals with a grip of steel unless their
life. The various professions do it different ways. client wanted a different result. then they were
read, as we say in law, as mere dicta.
\.,s a stage carpenter at the San Francisco
Opera, our method was to capture the new guy,
put him or her in a canvas bag used for storage
of soft curtains, and
hoist their petard up in

~~~~~:n~~~~:~where
Maybe a cruel kind of
trick, but certainly an
initiation. Fighting your
way ahead in that

~:~7o=t~\~~~ce

As a Product Developer for PC servers, my
meetings with Intel, Microsoft and other vendors
usually included one character
that wanted you to know that he

"First year law grades will
be held by some superiors
for reasons to deter advanceinent, especially in
firms with too little work or
the inability to mentor cor-

;O~~:;~i~~~:~~~;~ea~Part
of the initiation rite. A common
power game based on who had
the best and most current
techno-knowJedg~. The same

~~i~n~f~~~o:~~;r!ac::;:;

accepted, like most
rectly or otherwise build
for the new guy - me again - to
fields, the protective
their workforce"
marvel at and wonder how
engineers ever got to be such
shield of the team took
over and you were covered _ at work and off the good marketers. The spin cycle was dramatic job. We was union brothers, after all, and the
just like the Florida elections of the past few
show must go on.
weeks.
As a Realtor, I watched the old bull elephants
of Oakland try to write confusing contract
addenda, arrive late for meetings and other such
shenanigans. Thus, initiation was not just a single
event, but an ongoing torture test until you could
prove yourself. Canny and unrelenting, contract
provisions were adhered to by the experienced

"Skillz - What a ReHer'

I think our fmal exams at Hastings are very
much the same. Every IL is sweating their brass
bells off trying to memorize the numerous facts of
the heavy course load and wondering why we are
graded on a wicked and indeterminate curve. f
submit that it is all part of the torture test of our
legal boot camp.

by Mitch Artman, I L

Presidency of The United States of A!1lerica, and
he's joking about how dumb he is. Heck, he

What a relief.
I always thought I was smart, but you can't
always count on that. People misunderstand, and
you sound dumb. Maybe you got called on the one
day you didn't do the reading, and you sounded
dumb. Perhaps the morning pot didn't wear offin
time and you went to class stoned, and you
sounded dumb. See, with all the stufThappening
between you and the world, intell igence can get
foggy, can get lost in the shuffle.
But don't worry: You don't need to be smart
You don't need substance. What a relief.
I watched George W. Bush schmoozing through
a breakfast fundraiser. You too would want a
charming host had you paid S 10,000 for ham and
eggs. There was Bush, praising one of his biggest
benefactors, Peter Doris, a fellow Yale alum.
~'Peter and I had a lot in common during our years
m school: He wrote a book, and I read one."
Roars of laughter. Roars ofhaha.
And I thought, ' This guy is running for The

and schmoozing with his abysmal grades.' But
there was more at play.
Bush was demonstrating that he can talk, he can
charm. He can schmooze. M'boy got skillz. And
you can always count on schmoozing skillz. Why?
Artifice isn't dependent upon reality. If you get by
with the power of the schmooze, you can skip the
reading and come to class high. If schmoozing will
get you by, you're not depending on substance
anyway. Schmoozing doesn't get lost in the shuffle.
Schmoozing is that nebulous shuffle. Maybe it
works better than actually being good.
Nono, I exaggerate, right? Eventually, a phony
gets caught. At some point, he'll be held accountable for the (lack of) quality of his work. When
he's in the Ivy League. When he's in law school.
When he's running his own business. When he's
owning the Texas Rangers. When he's governing
Texas. When he's ...
Professor X (every school has one) told me not

~~~~~: /~~~f~;e:~:~~o;~: !~~~::n~~~:~:m

After all, five years from now, our clients will
judge us on our actions and advice as their interests
dictate. Our grades this fall will be long forgotten. as
our reputations precede us and our ability to write the
impossibly correct exam answer turns into our own
cherished dicta. Our ability to distinguish cases,
discern imponant facts, file complete and concise
motions on time, argue persuasively and keep our
clients' money in their pockets -except to pay us, of
course - will be the paramount skills. First year law
grades will be held by some superiors for reasons to
deter advancement, especially in firms with too litt1e
work or the inability to mentor correctly or otherwise
build their workforce. Many firms are like this, at
least the ones run by people. There is always somebody somewhere clinging to inefficiency.
Fortunately for us, hiring and supervising attorneys
know that the dreaded and inefficient curve exists
and that it does not measure anything but the ability 10
write a law exam - which they will never expect us
to write again. Therefore, write clearly, be concise,
and do your best. It is not life and death and the
show must go on.

Art Macomber is a 1L who knows his rites.

to worry about my grades too much. He talked of
the real world, of the hundreds of students he had
seen who had done well, done very well on their
exams. Interviews lined up all the way into the
Financial District. But many of the smarties could
not interview, nor could they schmooze. These poor
merit-suckers ended up on lawyers' skid row, doing
wretched public interest work.
"This trend runs all the way to the top," he
continued. "Most people agree that Al Gore has a
better substantive grasp of the issues." Those same
people agree that Gore could iron his suit while still
wearing it. "Meanwhile, Bush carries a majority of
the popular vote. Think about it," said X,
"schmoozing goes a long way, a lot further than
grad~s. If schmoozing can get an unqualified guy
the highest Job in the land, think of what it can do for
you. You don't need to worry about grades so
much."
I'm starting to outline, and tomorrow is the first
Tuesday after the first Monday in November, that is,
Election Day.
What a relief.
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Editorial
Letters to the
Editor
EdItor
I write in reference to Nicole
Schilder's article about thepaTking
structure proposed to be .built at Larkin
and Golden Gate ("Hastings May Profit
from Tenderloin Development," Nov. 8,
2000). r found the article to be woefully
one-sided in that it lacked any mention
of the potential drawbacks of such a
structure. Building more parking
facilities does not alleviate the problems
associated with excessive car usage;
rather, it exacerbates them. The more
we build automobile infrastructure in
the city, the more people will be inclined
to continue using cars for transportation
instead of sustainable alternatives such
as mass transit and bicycles.
-Mark Seifert

Editor
As a former student journalist
(though I did pass on this activity in law
school, I must admit ...), I'm glad to sec
we have a student newspaper back ..
for the second year in a row. Hope it
will keep on going
I enjoyed your story on Street Law.
Those of us supervising "real world"
expenences for law students have seen
interest plummet. The clinics had
waiting lists not all that long ago, and
there were a lot of competition for the
"best" judicial extern ship slots. Now
Judges are constantly asking me,
"where are the externs?" Some of us
have theories, but who knows where
the truth is? Answe ring that question is
a possible story idea for your paper in
the springtime.
Happy end-of-~mestcr and holidays,
Marsha Cohen

Edito r 'S note: Letters are always
welcome and printed on a space
availa ble basis, Please email to
law news@uchasti ngs.ed u.

"Buying the Dream"
The Mission Statement of the Masters of the Universe
by Mitch Artman, IL
"Keep hope alive!" That's Jesse's
mantra. (Having just graduated from
L WR, allow me to here note that simply
being allowed to use my full and normal
vocabulary again is a pleasure comparable to getting stuck in the Tower's
back elevator with one of the Dutch
exchange students - you know which
one. Artman v. Libido, 411 Cal.
App.2d 769, 786 (3d Di~t. 2000).)
"Keeping the Dream Alive" was the
ti lle of the SlCyroom event, as well as
the phrase of the day, on November 15
where, in the public interest. public
interest lawyers talked to future public
interest lawyers about how great it is to
be public interest lawyers.
The buzzing energy was not just
jitters at the classes we were cutting,
the memos we weren't writing or the
outlines we weren't doing. The packed
Skyroom was indicative of our shared
purpose: to one day return to the
Skyroom as a PI attorney, to spread the
good word, to Keep the Dream Alive;
or, at least to make sure that not
everyone who went corporate killed
The Dream and packed it into their
BMW glove compartment, stuffing it
between the diamond they just bought
for their mistress and the cocaine they
just bought for themselves. Hey, if you
can't enjoy spending it. ..
But "Keeping the Dream Alive"
wasn't some mere moosehom trumping
liberal propaganda. The speakers were
honest; like any career, public interest
law carries with it certain aspects that
aren't so hot. Like the several tax
brackets separating PI lawyers from
their corporate counterparts. Mulling
over what were to happen to my life
were I seduced by the Dark Side of
The Force, I began envisioning the
corporate law counterpart to "Keeping
the Dream Alive".
First off, it would be called something entirely different, something
suggestive of its far more lucrative
nature. Something like "Buying the
Dream, and Keeping it Alive with the
Life-Support Machine you Bought with
Your Earnings from 2-4 PM Last
Thursday."
At "Keeping the Dream Alive" we
all flocked to the speaker who most
interested us and so spoke with whom-

ever we desired. At "Buying the
Dream," corporate raiders would flock
to the ass whose kissing would serve as
the most fruitful to a budding career of
moolah-munching and power-playing.
It's not just my schizophrenia that lets
me hear their voices in my head:
'Where should r brown my nose first?
Hm ... His Armani costs more, but her
fum provides free razor blades and
mirrors ... ' Ab, the choices of law
school in the free world.
At "Keeping the Dream Alive," one PI
lawyer told us how she meets fellow
Hastings alums all the time, alums who
aren't smaner than her or better than
her or even more important than her in
the eyes ofGocl; but they make about
six times what she does. That was
OK, she told us, because everyday, she
goes to work believing in what she
does, always wanting to do more of it.
I doubt that at "Buying the Dream," the
same thoughts would be running about.
I doubt whether cool killer corporate
lawyers and other Masters of the
Universe would speak of the enriching
fulfillment and personal satisfaction
their careers give them. Of course, we
all play to our
strengths, or, buy
them.

election, is not a choice between two
equally disgusting paths, both of which
lead to years oftherapy,confusion,
angst, stress and acceptance of "the
real world". All of us, and that includes
you, have pivotal choices before us.
"Keeping the Dream Alive" made me
think vel)' carefully about whether PI
law or Corporate Law are what they're
cracked up to be. PI law claims to
offer justice and satisfaction; people
don't question those. Corporate Law
offers money; I question that.
As many of us at Hastings did not
come from money, some ofus share
this perspective: r was raised by a
single mom, and our best year I think
we made $35,000. That was plenty:
enough for a mortgage, a neighborhood
without too many killings and adognot
meant to scare the bejesus out of
potential prowlers. So if I take that
prosecutor'sjob at $39,000 or so, I'll be
making more money my first year out
than my mom did her last, doing ajob
I'd want to do. There's your American
Dream! Or, I could make four times
that working for Uber-Firms. Now
they' re maxing out at SI60,OOO,leading
me to ask my other
glaring question: What is
all that money for?
.

"What the hell are
you supposed to do
with so much
money??

Perhaps I should
pause and give
thanks. I owe
something to my
opulent brethren,
reeking as they
might of billable hours and powder-puff
noses. Big firms are doling out the
dough so frigging outlandishly to First
Year Associates, AKA $125,000
Gopher Goons, that more and more
lawyers seduced by the Dark Side are
turning away from PI jobs. Due to this
geyser-like increase in salary, there is
less and less competition for the PI jobs
HPILFers seek to pilfer. Perhaps I
shouldn't give thanks after all. I doubt
priests are thanking sinners for all the
work they provide.
One glaring question in all this is: Why
do people possibly spend their lives
doing something that they don't want to
do? A legal career, unlike the last

MyGocl, we could bomb
Panama for a good two
minutes with that money·
not a speck of dust left.
We could feed the
starving children - ALL of
them - long enough to allow Sally
Struthers to film a new commercial.

What the hell are you supposed to do
with so much money? Sure, there are
lots of pleasures out there with hefty
price tags. A bed with satin sheets; a
marble-sized diamond ring; a wife with
a reconstructedly perky butt. (Remember, med schools have their Dark Side
seductees too.)
It's not that I'm willfully or wholly
ignorant of the pleasures of money.
I've been around the rich. Been in
their homes, their beds. I traveled with
them; ate their food, drank their wine. I

see Dream .

...... page 6
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Dream,.,

...... from page 5

saw1heir,:lives. It's pretty. It's nice. And they aren't
any more or less fulfilled than the middle class bozos
who dream of being rich.

laid Wllh those kinds 01 partners, rounaabOut proslitution comes to mind more than a cornucopia of orgy,
rolling a 36-24-36 on a hill ofSI 00 bills.
"You make money, and you're doing what you're
supposed to do." Stop right there. Doing what

I bartended in college. Bars are the assembly lines of you're supposed to do means one thing to me: Doing
what you want. to ~o. I'd rather the reader who
alcohol a man for each job One guy orders the
wou~d be happier. sitting on the dock of the bay th~n
liquor; :u,otherone stacks i;; I served it; they drink it.
A civilizational cooperation towards liver-hardening.
I feedmg the poor Just as soon not feed Ihe poo~. I d
. rather the reader who were happier representmg JP
Morgan than feel sunshine go off and fight to the
Some of the regular barflys didn't have a roof; others
death for JP Morgan. Really, if The Dark Side makes
had Rolexes. (Here's one for you: "Rolexes" is in the
you happy, fly with it. It's just that I rarely see that
school's computer's spellchecker.) And they were all
kind of passion or happiness about working for tpe
equally miserable. The only difference was that some
Masters of the Universe.
of them could afford the better-tastin~ top-shelf liquor.
OK, so bars aren't where one goes to seek out the
"You make money, and you live more." Right. All
multitudes of happy rich people. I rnustbe overlookthose poor bastards, working 80 hours a week on
ing. Where then? A country club? Right, a happy
cases they don 'I believe in for clients they don't like
place where diurnal drinking is as common as the
are living more than me. Most of "living" doesn't
titanium golf clubs. I wouldn't know where to search
for all the happy middle class people,

:~t::~u~:~:~~~;o~o~a:~~:;:'

cost more than

Or "You make money, and

maybe thai'sjust a lack of

;::~:~~ 1~:~~~~~,sl~O:~e::r
why it's treated more importantly
than living a life you want.
That'sjust it. I don't get it. I'm
asking someone, anyone, to tell me

~~:~;~s:=.1 ~:I: ':~k;~7~r~;:. San
Money may open plentyofdoors to

you live more." Right.
~=:~~~~~i~:~\~~;~~~~~~~~ou
All 'h~se poor bastards,
And you slam shut even more doors
workzng 80 hours a week with your jaded, over-worked attitude.
on cases they don't be:~~~;~:~~~e~i:i;dd~:~t~!l~;n
lieve inJor clients they
need a box of receipts and pay-stubs
don't like are living more to back them up.

~~ ~~I~~~:~t~7u~~ ~;;i u~':~;t _Ih_a_n_m_e_.______
all that money is for. Dammit, I hear all the OCI
Biznaches yammer on about their interviews, their
offers, their finns. So what's all the hype about? Tell
us what you want that money for _ perhaps the one
curveball question Scheister lind Schejster don't ask
during their interviews. Explain away my naivete.
And then remember what you say.
The first year you're pulling in your six digits: loads of
fun. lots of experiences and opportunities the poor
just don't get to live out. But truly, after that new
equilibrium settles in, after the secretary knows how
you like your coffee and when to remind you to
remind her to order your wife some flowers on her
birthday, what is it for? Ask those PI lawyers, and
they'll tell you they're doing what they want to do.
I ask the future corporate boys, as well as a few
current ones, and they tell me:
"You make money, and you screw more." Ab, of
course. While I don't quite have any SIDs named
after me just yet (though Artman-Acquired Syndrome
does have a catchy ring), I suspect mothers wi!! be
hiding their daughters from me even when I'm "only"
grafting $39,000. Besides, ifit'smoney getting you

HLJ Raffle Winners:
by John Hendrickson, EIC
Listed below arc the winners from the Hastings Law
Iournal held during the Beer on the Beach, November
30th. Special thanks to Dana Radom for supplying
the Law News with this list.
Dinner for 2 at Caliente - Alexandra Foote
Dinner for 2 at Lalita's - Damon Nagami

Part of the reason firms pay so much
is because the life of a corporate lawyer sucks. And
they need to compensate you for that. It's not just a
matter of competition driving up salaries, or their
paying you lots of money for working many hours.
They're paying you lots of money because you work
too many hours. They're paying you so much be-

~::.m;::::~:: :~:r:~; :r:a7u~:r ~;10~~ of the

enjoyability of human life. Maybe they pay so much
so you can gain some pleasures to make up for the
many more you sacrificed.
If that be the case, it's not just any pleasures you're
supposed to seek out to make up for all that drudgery,
that embarrassing toil of the troubled. If you're paid
lots of money to make the work worth the sacrifice,
you 're supposed~ spend lots of money to enjoy
yourself. [fyou enjoy yourself without spending
heaps of money, then what do you need the killer job
with the killer salary and therefore killer hours for?
The real reason the Masters of the Universe spend
their money on frivolous ostentations is that only by
spending all that money, do they create a need and
purpose for it. And that need justifies you grinding
out more and more billable hours for The Finn. In
creating a purpose for your money, you create a
Gift certificate for dry cleaning at Gary's
Cleaners _ Phil McCarthy, Colin Burns,
Nicole Nemirofsky
Lunch for 2 at El Balazo - S. Tyler
Dinner for 2 at Cafe lare - I ngrid Johnson
4 tickets to 8ackflip - S. Tyler
4 tickets to 1015 Folsom - Nicole
Nemirofsky
Sweatshirt from the bookstore - JI' WagJty
2 movie tickets to United Artist TheatersMieke Eoyang

purpose for your cruddy work. When people with
huge-ass salaries say they need their leviathan wages
for their monstrous lifestyle, they mistake cause for
effect. They don't need money to maintain their
lifestyle; they need their lifestyle to maintain the
frittering of their money. Consumerism isn't the lie
that people need stuff to be happy. Consumerism is
the lie that people need money to be happy.
And here we have our other civilizational assembly
line: the conspiracy of fortune-fiends. Uber-Firms arc
an assembly line of money-makers, with a man for
each job. Customer has some money, and wants to
make more money by gelting around the detour called
The law, so he gives money to The Firm. The Finn
squeezes answers out of its POQJ:.Bastards, its associates; sucking their time away, their minds dry, their
freedom shackled and their happiness masticated; and
to compensate, gives them a cut of Customer's
Money. These Poor Bastards sacrificed much of
their happiness in the process, so to compensate
themselves, they take the money and spend it at
Customer's store. Customer is doing really well by
this point, so he must have more legal problems, like
disproving his tires killed more Americans than David
Koresh, so he goes back to The Firm. A civilizational
conspiracy towards heart-hardening.
I have a final proposal: People who make $39,000 a
year are rich, only many don't know it. PI lawyers
can afford to eat any food they want whenever they
want. They live in safe comfortable homes and oITer
their kids an opportunity to go to college without
getting up at 4 AM to work in the family bakery.
They can travel, read, screw, enjoy cheap drugs.
They can go to the Symphony or The Redwoods.
They can see the Giants once in a while, or the A's all
the time. There isn't much that they want 10 do that
they don't do.
I say all this to my dot.com buddy. While waiting for
our California Rolls, he tells me I'm wrong. "Look,"
he explains, "sometimes I want to pee, but there's no
bathroom. I'm happier ifl make the sacrifice and
hold it fora couple of minutes until I'm near a bathroom. So I'm happier in the long run" Ah, never
underestimate the happiness of peeing.
All this money makes corporate lawyers happier in
the long run. But corporate lawyers aren't any
happier later than now - and they aren't happy now,
either. All this money gives lawyers autonomy, makes
them free. But lawyers' don't live like they're free.
All this work and sacrifice will be worth it when they
retire and live out their elder years. But lawyers
don't have particularly long life spans; and, with all
those divorces, they usually aren't enjoying those
golden years with the love of their life. Am I wrong?
lust tell me.

$30 gift certifi'cate to Amoeba Re cords EIiI
Shunmugavel
$20 in drinks at Renoir Hotel Lounge - John
Auyong
Breakfast for 2 at the Porkstore Cade Jellnifer Zanocco
$25 gift certificate to Asqew Grill - Nicole
Nemirof:;ky
PMBR course ($400 value) . Roderick
Williams
Palm Pilot mlOO - Esther Lee
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Law News Exposes Campus Leaders
Over the next few editions, Has tings Law News is featuring student leaders around campus.
Special tbanks to the students who participated in this edition's interviews, as they were caught
totall)' off-guard, and responded with amazing speed and grace! T heir efforts around campus, and
10 Ihis publication are appreciated, and each deserves special recognition. Law News reporters
are still making the rounds, so please feel free to respond if asked for an interview!

FBANC's President Armand
Feliciano, 3L
by John Hendrickson, EIC
The Filipino Bar Association of Northern California (FBANC), Hastings Chapter can consider itself
fortunate. Armand iscivic-mmded and sees a government that can work, although not how our founders
mIght have envisioned. Receiving his B.A. from UC
Riverside 10 1994.in the field of Political Science/Administrative Studies, Armand definitely sees himselfin
government work. Ifhe weren't in law school right
now, he'd be walking precincts, phone banking or doing some kind of government work. However, he is
here, and in a year he'll be doing some sort of government work as a result (though probably pounding keys
instead of pavement). He believes the checks and balances in government DO work, but has a little dilTerent
take on the situation. The legislators don't speak the

language of "standards" of "balancing." The inte rpreters of the law, the lawyers and Judiciary, on the other
hand, are not training to identify or include in their anal ysis "compromise and expediency," speaking generally.
The result is a "DISCONNECT," which leads to our
contemporary system of checks and balances.
Armandjoined FBANC initially out of curiosity,
but has remamed because he's found a group of people
that he "clicks" with, both professionally and personally.
One of the big events of the year that FBANC participates in is the Asian Cultural Night (March 29, 2001),
and Armand recalls that last year's evening was particularly memorable as FBANC members performed a
traditional Filipino Cultural dance, right in front of the
whole Hastings community. Since the rewards of invol vement in student organizations are cerebral, it's a
pleasure to see that someone has becn able give so much
to an organi-z.ation that he feels has given him something

L-----A;;;;;;;dp;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;g;;;;;oi

HPILF's Vice-president, Stephen Tollafield, 2L
by Mitch Anman, 1L
Stephen Tollafiled, Capricorn, is one of the vice-presidents of HPI LF, which has two runctions: to fund students taking non- or low-paying public interest summer
jobs and to provide a community of support for budding PI law students. With his blonde do and affable smile, Stephen took a large role in HPILF because he believes
that the law should help everyone, not just the elite. He is driven to keep people involved in this pursuit ofjustice. Ensuring that the public benefits from HPILF work is
a priority and a drive for Stephen.
HPILF gives 5-6 summer grants a year ranging from $1,500-$3,000. Through the fall auction and spring fundraiscr, Stephen has helped to involve halfofthe
faculty and a quarter or the student body in contributing. Stephen plans to continue work in the public interest after law school.
Apart from law, he spends time with his partner, which he says helps him to get away from law school and develop a perspective not involving Hastings.

Desiree DeSurra of Clara Foltz and HPILF

Cameron Platt, HIPO's President

by John Hendrickson, EIC
Many people dedicate time to the school to serve in the capacity as an
officer of a student organization. Very few serve as officers of two. The timc

by Danielle Lee, contributing editor
A third year student, Cameron decided to run for a position on the board of
the Hastings Intellectual Property Organization (HIPO).
At the end of his firsl year when he realized that the organization was not functioning as well as it could. He believed that he could make a difference and help infuse
the organization with some much-needed energy. He was right- -although HlPO's
presence on campus last year was marginal; this year HIPO has been one of the
most active groups on campus with regular speaker prcsentation/receptions and
brown bag lunches due to the tireless elTons of the board - - it takes a great deal of
workJust to keep the organization running smoothly, let alone to set up four events
a semester. He says they area b'l"eat group to work with: Vice- Presidcnts Todd
Esker and Jennifer Small, Treasurer lisa Sherrod, and Evcnt Coordinator Valerie
Mulhollen. Hc'd definitel)' do it again ifhe could work with the same people
Cameron sees HIPO 's goals are three-fold: first, to raise student awarencssofncwtrendsand developments in intellectual property law, giving Hastings
students the chance to see what intellectual property law covers, and how it filS
into otherdisciplinesoflaw. Second, the organization attempts 10 influence the
administration to offermofe in-depth and specialized I.P. courses and ultImately to
establish an intellectual property law concentration at Hastings. Hurd, HIPO sets
up events to allow students greater access to recognized figures in the Bay Area's
intellectual property practice. HII'O events regularly include a resume drop for the
firms and companies that sponsor events, as well as those that send speakers
HIPO's events have provided an excellen: networking opportunity for those who
wish to avail themselves of it.

can be tre ·
mendous, especially when
the organizaactive as the
Clara Foltz
Feminist Assoc i a t ion
(Clara Foltz)
and
thc
Hastings Public Interes t
law Foundation (H PlLF)
These organizations organne and conduct programs like the HPILF Auction and the Reception Honoring
Women, along with a host of other awareness boosting events. Desiree has taken

see DeSurra ..... .......................................... page 2 see Platt ........ .
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A RECURRING SERIES OF FICTION

"I Am The Greatest!"
Part 3: Rules of the Game

however, that these people were lying due to their mysterious familiarity with
the material.

Of course, not everyone subscribed to the boxing metaphor. My friend Jonathan,
one of the few who managed to enjoy the first year of law school a little, strongly
objected to it and was slightly offended that I would think of using such a brutal,
destructive sport to describe law schooL And admittedly, the boxing analogy did
have its limitations. Somehow, referring to the coffee and tea we regularly consumed to keep us awake as our version of Gatorade seemed like a stretch. But I
liked the analogy and stuck with it. Indeed, most students came up with their own
analogies. Common ones included "boot camp" and "the
Inquisition."
The physical nature of these comparisons is important.
Regardless of its inherently intellectual character, law school
was also a grueling physical experience that had a visible
impact on most everyone within a just a few weeks. Some
people lost weight. Some people gained weight. Some broke
out. Others watched as their hairlines receded. Law school
hit almost everyonc in some way that was visible to others.

The plain fact was that most of us struggled with the first year of law school.
We struggled with the reading, with the new "way of thinking," with the
sheer amount of work. Invariably, we all needed some way to relieve the
stress and each of us had his own manner of doing so. Some, trying to find a
positive channel for their anxiety, made time for stress-relieving activities
such as playing basketball or talking with family members. Others relied on
that time-honored trinity of stress rel ieving weekend
activities: sleeping, shopping and dri nking. Some people
even relieved stress through laughter, ma naging to find
amusement in, say, staying up to 2:00 AMjust so they
could finish their fi rst Legal Writing Memo. This last
group, masochists though they were, probably dealt with
the slTess of law school in the best possible way.

Law school hit
almost everyone in
some way that was
visible to others.

Iflaw school had j ust been a nine to five thing, it migh t have been different. One
of our professors even urged us to treat law school as a job, getting to school at
8:30, leaving at 5:00 and not bringing any work home. My attempt at following this
strategy lasted all of two days. In fact, one of the big problems with law school
was simply that it never ended. There was always more work to be done. In this
sense, being a boxer might even have been preferable to being a law student. At
least, after a long day oflTaining, a boxer can go home and relax knowing that his
day is done. Not so for the law student. Come 7 :00 PM, for instance, I knew that
I had reached just the beginning of a long night of reading, perplexity, and frustration.
The frustration resulted from having to make it through seemingly endless pages
of text composed of sentences like: "Construing this latter provision to mean, that,
in an action for money or damages where a defendant does not appear in the
couns, and is not found within the state, and is not a resident thereof, but has
property therein, the jurisdiction of the courts extends only over such property, the
declaration expresses a principle of general, if not universal, law." Combine this
with the tiring process of referring to my law dictionary every page or two to look
up. new words like ex parte. inler alia. and quasi in rem, and the idea of being,
say Oscar De La Hoya 's sparring partner did not seem so bad
As far as I could tell, most everyone hunkered down and tried to do the work. I
heard rumors that there were some exceptional individuals who found the reading
to be both stimulating and somewhat easy to follow. As you would ilP:lgine, few
of these gifted souls ever revealed themselves, at least not to me, fearful that they
might be subjected to violent explosions ofjealousy. Occasionally, I also came
across those who claimed that they were not doing the work at all. I knew,

. -. -

Much to my detriment, I did not consciously seek out any
particular fonn of stress relief. Of course, I still continued
to repeat my mantra before each and every Civil Procedure class: "I'm Muhammad Ali ... I am the Greates t of
All Time ... I'm Muhammad Ali ... I am the Greatest of All Time." Once in
a while, I'd even tum to the chant at other times of the day. Sometimes late
at night, when I just couldn't study anymore, I'd consider cutting my losses
after paying for only one semester of law school. I'd go to the mirror in my
bathroom where I'd chant my chan t, beat my chest and engage in some
shadow boxing. Anything to psyche me up, to get me ready. Bring it on
Marks, I'd tell the mirror, you ain' t so bad ! I am the Greatest. .. the Greatest
of All Time!
Often, however, the chest pounding and trash talking would fade when,
staring closely at myselfin the mirror, I'd notice just how bad I looked. God, I
thought, is this what people see when they look at me? All those wrinkles,
Were they there before? I'd shuffle baek into my room and go to bed,
thoroughly defeated. Oh well, I'd think, at least everyone else will probably
look as haggard as me tomorrow. And usually I was right. Everyone else
looked beat too.
Everyone, that is, except Joey Cappasso.

Next time: "And In The Blue Comer . . "
-----This is the third of a 7-part ficlion slory, loosely based on the
author 's fi rsl year at Hastings. Some names, places and events have a
strong resemblance to actual studems alld professors at Hastings. but
these evems did nOI occur - at least not emirely. The au/hor is currently
a 3L.

e.
$10,000.00 Scholarship*

Miss San Francisco Scholarship Program
Official Preliminary to Miss California and Miss America
No Entry Fee! Compete in Talent(40%), Interview(30%), PhYSical Fitness in
Swimsuit(15% ), and Evening Wear(15%). Event held Jan. 27.
Call 415-436-9903 or visit www.MissSanFrancisco.com
Miss CA wins $ 10,000 scholarship. Miss SF will be awarding over $3 ,000 in scholarship at the local level
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WASN'T SHE TRYING TO KILL HERPLEASE DON 'T MANHANDLE THE FOOD

SELF ANYWAYS?

His deeds may not rise to the infamy of
the Joker, the Riddler or the Penguin. But as the
"CookieCrumbler," Samuel Feldman has won his own
plac~ in the annals of crime. The 38-year-old advertising executive, convicted of squeezing, poking and
crumbling $1,000 worth of baked goods during criminally finicky shopping sprees in suburban Philadelphia,
was sentenced to 180 days' probation (90 days each for
the bread and the cookies) and ordered to pay $1,000 in
restitution.

KANSAS - A woman who survived a suicide
attempt dialed 911 for help and then passed out.
Firefighters trained as emergency medical technicians found the 53-year-old woman unconscious and
assumed she was dead, without checking for a
pulse. Meanwhile, the woman regained consciousness and called 911 again. Firefighters outside the
home were told of the call and rushed inside to
provide medical care. _

CATCH THE NEXT FLIGHT? NAH,

PlI1LAOELPHlA -

(WWW . USATOQ,O,'I". CQM)

IT'S NOT ME. IT'S THE FRUITOPIA BOTTLE

So THATEXPLAINS THOSE CUTTING

NOVA ScoTIA - Sylvia Louise Gillard O'Brien filed a
lawsuit in Halifax, Nova Scotia, against Coca-Cola
asking for about $7 million. Her complaint? While
pregnant in 1997, O'Brien cut her lip on a Fruitopia
bottle that broke while she was drinking from it, causing
her to bite on glass shards. She claims that her resulting fear of miscarriage caused the fetus, now a child of
3, to fail to tnlst and like her sufficiently.

GUYANA - In Georgetown, Guyana, a 43 year old
man went in to the hospital for a successful chest
operation in 1990. He recenlly returned to the same
hospital for another operation. The X-rays revealed
a pair of surgical scissors apparently left in during
her first visi,! and forgotten for 10 years.

CHEST PAINS

(WYNI.THEW£IROSIT'E,COM)

(NE:W$OFTHEWEIRO)

t\ s e f

\f' l-tMl \11/2.\11"'61

12£All),'O.&;ft-a 16'D W'f2.r'flN0J
L Id ~vY P,\foQN::Y CJ/<
by Cyndi Miller, 1L

JUST CALL IN A BOMB THREAT

GREECE- Nikita Kotiadis was running very
late for his flight and had a plan to delay the
flight. About an hour before the flight was due
to leave, the dairy products company executive
asked his secretary to telephone Axon Airlines.
He then told the airlines Ihal a bomb was on the
plane in an attempt to delay it long enough for
him to gel to the airport. Needless to say,
police arrested Kotiadis when he arrived for his
flight.
( WWW . U SATOQ.O.Y . COM )

Have a submission for Kooky Law? Send it to
lawnews@uchastings.edu. Be sure to include a
source with your submission.
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Student Leaders Make The Difference
Society for Hastings Students with Disabilities' President Danielle Lee, 2L
by lohn Hendrickson, EIC
Danielle revived the lapsed Students with Disabilities student orgamzation after it had lapsed. Her motivation was the support she received while shc was a student
at Stanford. "I wanted to have tha t same type of community and presence herc at Hastings," she said during an interview. As a student with a learntng disability, she finds
there are challenges and stcreotypes that she wants to rebut. She points 1010hn Chambers, the President of Cisco Systems, who also has a learntngdisability. His.example,
she states, helps from that a learning disability does not mean you cannot be succcssful, or that you arc less intelligent. She isorigtnal ly from Roseville, Californ13, a suburb
of Sacramento. After attending Stanford, she worked as a legal assistant in the Palo AltolMenlo Park area for three years prior to attending Hastings. When she's not
attending school, she says she has to study a little more than most of her classmates, but she enjoys spending time with her fam ily and turns to martial arts for recreation and
tension relief. Her post law school plans are to go back to work down the peninsula fora finn specializing in technology and intellectual property. Her finn for the upcoming
summer engages In transactional law and litigation in the technology field, placing her in a position to evaluate those practices. Aside from all she does for disabled students,
Danielle also makes time to contribute 10 the Hastings laws News in capacities ranging from photography, reporting, editing and other fonns ofjournalism. We're grateful
for her efforts!
-

Hastings Internet and Technology Venture Group's (ITVG) Holly
Pranger,3L
by lohn Hendrickson, EIC
Holly Pranger. as founder and President of ITVG, is responsible for one of this year's success stories here at Hastings. With
some mternet savvy under her belt, Holly found her ability to communicate in the language of the internet put clients with
technical knowledge at case, they fel! more at home With her speakmg in their own language. Recognizmg the fact that law
students need to be able to speak thiS new language if they expect to compete m the business world the mternet has created,
Holly created and leads a student organization that brings people to campus who have been successful m working m the new
culture, exposmg students to people and ideas that arc on the cutting edge of the digHal age. When she's not working on
assembling the next panel of speakers, Holly also serves as the Senior Internet and CommunicatIOns Editor for CommlEnt,
managmg the creatIOn and development of the website for the Journal. She is also a freclance reporter, writing for a couple of
online pubhcations, mcludmg pr02net.com, about law, marketing and technology. She obviously spends some time on the mternet,
but sbe also enjoys golf and the X-files. She doesn't consider herselfa '"natural-born" leader, but says, "I think the best leaders
are the ones who have a viSIOn and can convey that Vision well enough to others that it makes them II'lint to work with you to bring
itto fruition."
I' h"r" ""ppll.d b)'

Holly

Pr a n~.r

Amnesty International's Stephen Demik, 2L

Juliet Kim, 2L, KALSA's Co-President

by Art Macomber, 1L
Stephen Demik leads Amnesty International at Hastings. As a new organization,
they have their work cut out for them. luckily, Stephen brings a wealth ofknowledge and experience to the task.
After graduating from Tulane University in New Orleans, he was an elementary
schoolteacher in Southeast Washington, D.C. Then, he spent time in Paris teaching
English and decided that law was the best field for him and came to Hastings.
For Stephen, traveling gave bim insight into the importance of worldwide solidarity and political awareness. Stephen believes that through law people can impact
worldwide issues of critical moral and ethical importance. Plus, being involved in
Amnesty International allows students to work globally and learn networking both
locally and internationally
Since Amnesty International just started up thi s year, Stephen IS hoping that to
raise funds and create an active board for next year. They are planning a panel
discussion for next semester and are gelling a web page put up on Hastings' web
site. Stephen would like to sec more first yea r students get involved in planning

by Danielle Lee, contributing editor

see Demik ........................................ ......... page 2

luliet moved from Korea to the United States in 1987; she came to Hasti ngs
straight from UCLA, where she graduated in 1999. She decided to be a co-president of the Korean American l aw Students Association (KAlSA) primanly to
meet people outside of her first yea r section - - she's a big believer in being active
and baying fun on campus. She shares KAlSA 's goals of promoting Korean-related
causes and providing support for Korean American students in law scbool, although
the organization has many other Asian American and non-Asian students. luliet
envisions KAlSA as a cozy vehicle to get to know people while having fun, due in
part to KALSA 's small size. She says the organization plans on providmg a Korean
culture perfonnance as part of N PAlSA's Culture Night next semester.
You've probably heard Juliet playing the grand piano in the Dobbs Atrium - she's
played at student social functions such as onentation, the Cabaret, and legal Vines
meetings. and she also is an accompanist for her church choir. Most of her social life
revolves around the Hastings community; she enjoys mixing with other UCLA alums
and Dodgers fans, and plans on returning to Los Angeles after gradual!on

Michael Stajer and Nancy Chung, co-founders of Legal Vines - Hastings Wine Appreciation Club
by Danielle Lee, contributmg editor
Both second year students. Mlcbael and Nancy founded Legal Vines towards the end of their first year at Hastings because of their belief in wme 's social Importance.
The figured It would not be unusual for a law student or young associate to find themselves in a professional situation such as a client dmner or dinner wllh the finn partners
where wine is an important part of the event or, at mmimum, the subject of the conversation. When Michael interviewed for !l j udicial clerkship for Summer 2000, he
discussed wine with 11 judges at the interviews. They see wine as the new golf - pervasive enough to make conversation and connections with employers, coworkers and
clients. The goal of legal Vmes is to educate Hastmgs students about wine in a fun and friendly environment
Outside of school, Nancy enJoys marathon runnmg and keeping tabs on this year's election controversy. She plans on \vorking with a nongovernmental internatIOnal
organization or the Unlled Nal!ons after graduatIOn. Michael enJoys reading and dining out in his free time and plans on doing ajudlclal clerkship for one year after law
school before joming a law finn
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Student Leadership Exposed
American Bar AssociationfLaw Student Division President Chad Chahhazi, 2L
by John Hendnckson, EIC
Chad represents a success story, and demonstrates how to take advantage of opportunities as they arise,
and ifnone eXist make your own! Born in T ehran, Iran, Chad moved to Orange County when he was five years old.
He graduated from UCLA in 1998 with a degree in Political Science. His hobbies indicate his ties to southern
Cahfo.mla, which ~re UC~A F~tba.lI an.d Basketball, the LA Lakers and the Anaheim Angels. He .also enj~ys Chad ,
watchmg the Miami Dolphms, which IS a httle geographically separated from Los Angeles. Chad also enJoys playmg w ith
basketball dunng the ··off·hours" from law school.
Chad became involved with the American Bar Association/Law Student Division (ABAlLSD) a year be·
fore coming to Hastings, when a cousin of hIS who was a law student at Loyola told him about the advantages of
membershIp. Just in case you didn't know, the ABA/LSD is a great source for networking, leadership opportunities
and some travel. Chad met his mentor though the ABNLSD and also received a grant so he could extern for a
federal Judge in Chicago last summer (right after his first yearoflaw school). He also had the opportunity to travel
to the ABA National Convention in New York City over last summer. Looking forward, Chad is contemplating
takmg on more responSIbility within the organization, perhaps making a bid for the Circuit Governor position, cur·
rently held by a student at Santa Clara Law School
His Inspiration is easy to find, as it resides in his mother. Obviously, we can all thank our moms in some capacity, but what sets Chad's mom apart is that she gave
up a successful practice in Iran as an anesthesiologist so that he and his sister could have more opportunities in America. As Chad is currently a 2L here at Hastings and
hIS sister is a I L at Harvard Law School, I think mom would agree she made a good decision, and neither Chad nor his sister is squandering the opportunities presented to
them as a result of her sacrifice.
Whether he runs for Circuit Governor, participates in a clinical program or travels abroad for a semester in Liden, we at the Hastings Law News are sure that Chad
Will make the most of the opportUnities presented to him, and continue to make mom proud.

ASUCH Secretary Connie Lucas, 2L
by John Hendrickson, EIC
When you look at accomplishments, they can be measured in tenns of either quality or quantity.
Conme 's Impact here at Hastings can be measured using both. In her current position as the ASUC H
5ecretary, Conme is the C~air of the Committee on Committees, responsible for the appointment of
students to the many student/faculty committees meeting throughout the year, including academic stan·
dards, disqualified students and admissions committees. Even prior to this year's election to Seeretary,
ConnIe took the InitiatIve to improve Ihe abihty for a few students here by volunteering to Chair the Child
Services Task Force in place last year. Through her direct efforts, research and legwork, man y Hastings
parents are in a better position. Although not a parent herself, she recognized the need for the availabil·
ity of 1mproved childcare facilities because of parents in her section. At her recommendation, Hastings
cancelled its contract with longtime service provider Wu Yee in favor of the CiVIC Center Child Care
Center, which has more openings for children of Hastings parents. Her efforts led to preferential
trealment and improved childcare rates. When asked why, she replied, "Hastmgs strives for diversity in
ItS student body, and without childcare the student body might I;)C missing an opportunity to have parents
among the student body. Also, it's very difficult for a single parent to attend any kind of school without
some assistance. Everybody benefits."
Her efforts there certainly contributed to the quality oflife for some Hastings students, but her

See Lucas ....... .
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Hastings Under 65 Club's President, Glenn Miles
by John Hendrickson, ElC
"Giving up a career or an established life and corning back to school is a very risky and thus, scary'thing to do," said Glenn when
asked why he formed this new group at Haslings. The inspiration came from Judy Chapman, who rallied together incoming students over
30 at the beginning of the year. To Glenn, it just seemed a natural succession in fonning a group. There are a lotof"reentry" students in
the population of Hastings, matriculating after taking a break from college or coming from a profession. Glenn feels a collective voice
ensures the needs of reentry students aren't squelched by administrative services, which are often perceived to have a focus on more
·'traditional"students.
Glenn graduated from UC Davis with a dual degree in International Relations and German back in 1986 (before the Berlin Wall
came down). He has also studied at the University of Vienna and the National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM). He then
went on to earn his MA in International Studies from Johns Hopkins University.
On top of his commitment to school and the Under 65 Club, Glenn still devotes time (and translation skills) to the Flying Samaritans
with his brother (a pilot) and mother (a emergency room nurse of 30 years), workin g in a Baja medical clinic. His father was also an
important figure in his life. Although Glenn considers Sacramento home, his fa ther was in the Air Force, which means a lot of moving
around! His father passed away at 4 5, but he le ft Glenn with a stron g sense of what 's important in life.
Would he do it again? Of course! Hastings was his first, his only choice for Law Schools, and he knew the people he mel here
would be diverse, smart, funny and lifetime friends. Glenn said, " I know it gets freaky stressful as we go into finals, but I always just look
around and think· yeah, these people are cool. I hope they do great!"
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